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             Defendant. 
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Case No.: 6:19-cv-305-Orl-40DCI 
 
 
 

RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION 
TO STRIKE CERTAIN IF DEFENDANT’S AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES AND 

INCORPORATED MEMORANDUM OF LAW 
 

Defendant, Mitchell Sussman (“Defendant”), by and through his undersigned counsel, files 

this Response in Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion to Strike Certain of Defendant’s Affirmative 

Defenses and Incorporated Memorandum of Law (“Response”) and states that: 

INTRODUCTION 

On or about August 2, 2019, the Plaintiffs filed their Plaintiffs’ Motion to Strike Certain of 

Defendant’s Affirmative Defenses and Incorporated Memorandum of Law (the “Motion”) (Doc. 

42), wherein the Plaintiff’s consume over 20 pages in attacking fourteen of the affirmative defenses 

that the Defendant has asserted in his Answer to Complaint With Request For Jury Trial (Doc. 41). 

The affirmative defenses, as set forth herein, are properly pled, meet the requirements of 

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the case law, and should be sustained, or where 

appropriate, the Defendant should be granted leave to amend the affirmative defenses.  

Nevertheless, pursuant to the Parties’ counsels’ meet and confer, Defendant agrees to withdraw 

Affirmative Defenses 1, 14, 23, 24, and 25 without prejudice to assert the principals, theories, and 

arguments presented or implied therein in defense of this lawsuit. 
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PURPOSE OF AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

Rule 8 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides that: 

In pleading to a preceding pleading, a party shall set forth affirmatively accord 
and satisfaction, arbitration and award, assumption of risk, contributory 
negligence, discharge in bankruptcy, duress, estoppel, failure of consideration, 
fraud, illegality, injury by fellow servant, laches, license, payment, release, res 
judicata, statute of frauds, statute of limitations, waiver, and any other matter 
constituting an avoidance or affirmative defense. When a party has mistakenly 
designated a defense as a counterclaim or a counterclaim as a defense, the court 
on terms, if justice so requires, shall treat the pleading as if there had been a 
proper designation. 

 
As explained in Moaec, Inc. v. Pandora Media, Inc., 667 F. Supp. 2d 980, 1004 (W.D. 

Wisc. 2009), “[t]he purpose of affirmative defenses is to defeat claims brought against defendants. 

5 Wright & Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure Civil 3d § 1270 at 561 (2004).” 

In furtherance of that objective, and in response to the 52-page Complaint (Doc. 1) filed 

by the Plaintiffs (with voluminous exhibits), the Defendant has raised twenty-five affirmative 

defenses.  Plaintiffs’ have objected to fourteen, principally on the grounds that arguments similar 

to the defenses were unsuccessful at the motion to dismiss stage, because Plaintiff assumes victory 

on the merits, or by impermissibly proffering facts outside of the pleadings. 

LEGAL STANDARD 

“Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(f) provides that, upon motion, the court may order 

stricken from a pleading any "redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter." See, 

Pashoian v. GTE Directories, 208 F. Supp.2d 1293, 1297 (M.D. Fla. 2002) (quoting Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 12(f)).  A motion to strike an affirmative defense will "usually be denied unless the allegations 

have no possible relation to the controversy and may cause prejudice to one of the parties." Story 

v. Sunshine Foliage World Inc., 120 F.Supp.2d 1027, 1030 (M.D. Fla. 2000) (quoting, Seibel v. 

Society Lease, Inc., 969 F. Supp. 713, 715 (M.D. Fla. 1997)). When deciding a motion to strike, 
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"a court must accept the truthfulness of well-pleaded facts and cannot consider matters beyond the 

pleadings.”1 Thompson v. Kindred Nursing Centers East, LLC, 211 F. Supp.2d 1345, 1348 (M.D. 

Fla. 2002) (citing, Carbon Corp. Southeast v. School Board of Seminole Country Fla., 78 F. Supp. 

518 (M.D. Fla. 1991)); Fifth Third Bank v. Alaedin & Majdi Invs., Inc., No. 8:11-CV-2206-T-

17TBM, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48002, at *8 (M.D. Fla. Apr. 4, 2012). 

Thus, the Plaintiffs’ confront a high bar at this stage of the pleadings.  They must establish, 

in the face of a presumption in Defendant’s favor, and overcome the basic legal principal that  a 

“court will not exercise its discretion to strike a pleading unless the matter sought to be omitted 

has no possible relationship to the controversy, may confuse the issues, or otherwise prejudice a 

party.” Reyher, 881 F. Supp. at 576.  Indeed, “An affirmative defense will be held insufficient as 

a matter of law only if it appears that the defendant cannot succeed under any set of facts which it 

could prove.”  Reyher v. Trans World Airlines, 881 F. Supp. 574, 576 (M.D. Fla. 1995) (emphasis 

added).  This Plaintiffs cannot and have not done. See also, Green v. First Am. Home Warranty 

Corp., 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 189334, at *2 (M.D. Fla. Nov. 6, 2018) (refusing to strike 

affirmative defenses which were neither patently frivolous and where the movant’s argument 

presented a primarily factual dispute).     

Plaintiffs refer to conclusions reached in other cases, with similar allegations and parties, 

under the guise of controlling legal precedent in an attempt to smuggle proffered conclusions and 

facts into the Court’s consideration.   The Court must nevertheless treat the allegations of the 

defenses admitted and not consider matters outside of the pleadings. Reyher, 881 F. Supp. 574 at 

576.  Simply put, Plaintiffs cannot simply allege Defendant did the same thing here as they claim 

 
1 It is to be noted that the Motion contains an 8-page Exhibit from a different case, which is outside of the four 
corners of the pleadings in this case, and should be disregarded by this Court, for purposes of the Motion. 
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was “proved” elsewhere and demand the Court prejudge the Defendant guilty here under different 

facts and with different parties.  This is the literal definition of prejudice. 

On the same token, and Plaintiffs have made no argument that they would suffer any 

prejudice here should any of the challenged defenses be permitted to remain.  Reyher 881 F. Supp. 

at 576 (“To the extent that a defense puts into issue relevant and substantial legal and factual 

questions, it is ‘sufficient’ and may survive a motion to strike, particularly when there is no 

showing of prejudice to the movant.”) (citing Augustus v. Board of Public Instruction, 306 F.2d 

862, 868 (5th Cir. 1962)). 

Plaintiff’s Motion to Strike does not satisfy the stringent requirements of Rule 12(f) and 

because such motions “are considered drastic, granted sparingly, and often disfavored” it should 

be denied.  Hilson v. D’more Help, Inc., 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 121355 at *1 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 10, 

2015); Morrison v. Executive Aircraft Refinishing, Inc., 434 F. Supp. 2d. 1314, 1318-19 (S.D. Fla. 

2005). 

Under Rule 12(f), “[a] motion to strike will usually be denied unless the allegations have 

no possible relation to the controversy and may cause prejudice to one of the parties.” Hilson, 2015 

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 121355 at *1 (emphasis added) (citing Harty v. SRA/Palm Trails Plaza, LLC, 

755 F. Supp. 2d 1215, 1218 (S.D. Fla. 2010) (internal quotation and citation omitted); see also BB 

In Tech. Co. v. JAF, LLC, 242 F.R.D. 632, 641 (S.D. Fla. 2007) (same); Home Mgmt. Solutions, 

Inc. v. Prescient, Inc., 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 61608 at *1 (S.D. Fla. Aug. 21, 2007) (same); Action 

Nissan, Inc. v. Hyundai Motor Am., 617 F. Supp. 2d 1177, 1187 (M.D. Fla. 2008) (same)). 

The Affirmative Defenses at issue here clearly do not rise to the level of having no possible 

relation to the controversy or being patently frivolous or clearly invalid and, therefore, do not 

warrant striking under Rule 12(f). 
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Plaintiff argues that fourteen of the Defendant’s affirmative defenses fail to satisfy the 

applicable pleading standards of Rule 8. There are “two schools of thought regarding the pleading 

standard required for affirmative defenses, and the Eleventh Circuit has not yet resolved the split 

in opinion.” Id. Courts have held that affirmative defenses are subject to the liberal pleading 

standard of Rule 8(c). See, e.g., U.S. CFTC v. Mintoco LLC, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 188378, at *5 

(S.D. Fla. Feb. 4, 2016) (“This Court concludes that affirmative defenses are not subject to the 

heightened   pleading   standard   elucidated in Twombly and Iqbal. The straightforward 

construction of Rule 8 delineates different standards for pleadings generally, and those applicable 

to defenses.”); see also Ramnarine, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 60009, at *1–3 (recognizing two 

schools of thought on pleading standard for defenses, refusing to apply the Iqbal/Twombly standard 

to defenses and denying plaintiff’s motion to strike affirmative defenses); Hilson, 2015 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 121355 at *1.  Other Courts have held that affirmative defenses should be subject to the 

same general pleading standards of complaints set forth in Rule 8(a).   E.g., Losada v. Norwegian, 

Ltd., 296 F.R.D. 688, 690 (S.D. Fla. 2013); N.Y. Disc. Plus, Inc. v. Scottsdale Ins. Co., No. 13-

24231-CIV-SEITZ/SIMONTON, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 14148 at 1 (S.D. Fla. 2014). 

It is of no consequence which standard applies here because the Affirmative Defenses at 

issue satisfy even the more heightened pleading standard of Rule 8(a). The Affirmative Defenses 

do not simply recite bare-bones conclusory allegations.  Even if this Court finds that the 

Affirmative Defenses are too vague to meet the standards of Rule 8, however, the appropriate 

remedy is to order a more definite statement of each defense rather than to strike them.  See Exhibit 

Icons, LLC v.  XP Companies, LOLC, 609 F. Supp. 1282, 1300 (S.D. Fla. 2009), wherein the Court 

stated: 

Plaintiffs move to strike several affirmative defenses on the basis 
that they have not been pled with adequate specificity to give fair 
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notice of the defenses asserted. * *  * That failure, however, does 
not render these Affirmative Defenses insufficient as a matter of law 
and subject to a motion to strike. Instead, the lack of specificity is 
best dealt with by a motion for a more definite statement under Rule 
12(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. That Rule requires a 
more definite statement when a pleading is "vague" or "ambiguous." 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(e). Therefore, the Court will allow Defendants the 
opportunity to amend these affirmative defenses to provide the 
necessary specificity.  

 
 Thus, even if the Plaintiffs’ are correct that certain of the affirmative defenses have not 

been provided fair notice, the remedy is not to strike the defenses, but rather to seek a more 

definite statement under Rule 12(e). 

Finally, Plaintiffs claim to have many hundreds of contracts which are not performing as 

a direct result of Defendant’s actions.    Plaintiffs’ cite Westgate Resorts, Ltd. v. Sussman, No. 

6:17-cv-Orl-37DCI (M.D. Fla.), Dkt. 254 (July 26, 2019) (“Westgate July”) which points out the 

obvious, i.e., plaintiffs (including these Plaintiffs) must prove the elements for every cause of 

action they bring, even if they frame it as a single cause of action.  Plaintiffs erroneously rely on 

Westgate July for the proposition that Defendant’s defensive pleading obligation should be 

heightened because the Westgate plaintiffs failed to seek sufficient discovery.  This makes no 

sense.  Defendant is only obligated to answer Plaintiffs’ pleadings as pleaded, not as they should 

have pleaded.   

In fact, yesterday, Judge Dalton reaffirmed Westgate July in denying the Westgate 

plaintiffs’ motion for reconsideration and noted that plaintiffs’ failure was, in part, caused by 

their attempt to “squeeze 418 distinct claims based on separate contracts and individual 

circumstances into one case.”  Westgate Resorts, Ltd. v. Sussman, No. 6:17-cv-Orl-37DCI (M.D. 

Fla.), Dkt. 266 * 11 (August 15, 2019) (“Westgate August”).   
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In this case, Plaintiffs’ have also sewn together many alleged tortious interference claims 

into a single, Frankensteinian cause of action designed to circumvent the granular, although 

“rudimentary” (Id.), burden of proof required to establish each alleged tort.  In this way, Plaintiffs 

have built a rod for their own back and must take responsibility for their monster.  Yet, Plaintiffs 

now demand that Defendant plead his defenses “on a Hilton Owner by Hilton Owner basis, 

specific to each” (Doc. 42, 2-3) before Plaintiffs have identified any Hilton Owners in their own 

pleadings.  This is audacious. Plaintiffs cannot claim vague wrongdoing and then demand 

Defendant not only prove but plead his innocence in all ways conceivable to Defendant’s 

imagination but which are not framed by Plaintiffs’ pleadings. 

THE AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

A. Noerr Pennington-Like Immunity Applies to Defendant’s Timeshare-related Work 

The Noerr-Pennington Doctrine is simply the restatement of a fundamental First 

Amendment Right in the antitrust context.  In other contexts, it provides clarity for similar 

circumstances. Indeed, in non-antitrust contexts, “Noerr-Pennington-like” immunity is applied. 

See Silverhorse Racing, LLC v. Ford Motor Co., 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 185749, at *8 (M.D. Fla. 

Apr. 27, 2016) (quoting Pers. Dep't, Inc. v. Prof'l Staff Leasing Corp., 297 Fed. Appx. 773, 778-

79 (10th Cir. 2008)).  Noerr-Pennington is referred to in such cases, not because Noerr-Pennington 

applies directly, but because the undergirding principals of that doctrine do not have an established 

label, to wit:  the absolute privilege to petition the government for redress including all acts 

attendant to effectively doing so, as provided by the First Amendment to the Constitution of the 

United States. 

In this case, Noerr-Pennington-like immunity applies to Defendant because the relief 

sought by Plaintiffs would impinge on Defendant’s First Amendment right to assist his clients.  Id. 
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(noting that Noerr-Pennington extends to situations where the application of common law torts 

violate the First Amendment).   

As an example, consider the ordinary practice of a bankruptcy lawyer giving advice to his 

client which may be detrimental to that client’s creditors.  See, e.g., Milavetz, Gallop & Milavetz 

P.A. v. United States, 355 B.R. 758, 765-66 (D. Minn. 2006), affirmed on other grounds, Milavetz, 

Gallop & Milavetz, P.A. v. United States, 559 U.S. 229, 130 S. Ct. 1324 (2010).  The court in 

Milavetz held:   

Attorneys have a First Amendment right - let alone an established 
professional ethical duty - to advise and zealously represent their 
clients…The lawyer has no duty to assist creditors - who are 
scarcely without their own resource and may indeed have 
contributed to the potential-bankrupt's straits by making credit easy 
to obtain. The attorney's only duty is to the client, and to the law. 

 
Id.  This reasoning has been expressly adopted by the Court in In re Reyes, 361 B.R. 276, 279 

(Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2007), reversed on other grounds, United States Tr. v. Reyes (In re Reyes), 2007 

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 98245 (S.D. Fla. Dec. 17, 2007). 

To find as Plaintiffs wish – that it is a violation of the law for an attorney to advise his 

client to withhold payment from a creditor to obtain an advantage, and to accept a fee in return for 

that advice – would seriously impair this fundamental First Amendment right.  Our legal system 

is inherently adversarial and subject to zero-sum outcomes.  Such a ruling would all but destroy 

an attorney’s ability to zealously advocate for his client when, in many cases, the best outcome for 

a client is to some other party’s detriment. 

Hilton Owners want out of their timeshares.  If Plaintiffs will not accept the return of their 

deeds and will not permit Owners to abandon the property, or give it away, foreclosure is their 

only option.  Hilton Owners, however, cannot file a foreclosure action unilaterally.  Rather, the 

mortgagee must do so.  Should Defendant fail to achieve a Hilton Owner’s release by other means, 
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the timeshare owner is left only with precipitating a foreclosure.  A foreclosure, of course, is a 

legal action and a form of litigation.  The Noerr-Pennington Doctrine applies to all those activities 

reasonable and normally attendant to effective petitioning including letters, publicity campaigns, 

and other litigation activity.  Silverhorse Racing, LLC v. Ford Motor Co., 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

185749, at *10 (M.D. Fla. Apr. 27, 2016). 

Although Defendant’s non-foreclosure methods are often successful, either way, the goal 

is met and the client is relieved of timeshare ownership.   

Even if Defendant advises clients breach their timeshare contracts, enter into a default 

status, and instigate a foreclosure of their timeshares, that is sound advice – if the benefits of getting 

out of the timeshare outweigh the negative risks of foreclosure.  Defendant sends letters 

announcing his clients will no longer be paying Plaintiffs, which obviously contemplates the 

potential consequence of that failure, which is litigation.  The letters make colorable legal claims 

that are adversarial to Plaintiffs’ interests.  If such letters did not contemplate the potential for 

litigation, they would not be necessary but are, in fact, employed with the hope of avoiding 

litigation, as is proper under the law.  See, e.g., Silverhorse Racing, LLC, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

185749 at *10 (quoting Coastal States Mktg., Inc. v. Hunt, 694 F.2d 1358, 1367 (5th Cir. 1983) 

(“The litigator should not be protected only when he strikes without warning. If litigation is in 

good faith, a token of that sincerity is a warning that it will be commenced and a possible effort to 

compromise the dispute.”).  Defendant cannot commence foreclosure litigation, but he can 

instigate a foreclosure and offer the opportunity of a more cost-effective alternative to Plaintiffs, 

as his letters describe, and for the benefit of his clients. 
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All of the acts allegedly done by Defendants in furtherance of his timeshare-related services 

are aimed at ultimately precipitating a foreclosure which is, of course, judicial involvement and 

litigation. 

Plaintiffs only argument is that Defendants’ alleged, but unproved, actions are not 

reasonably attendant to litigation.  Contrary to Plaintiffs’ Motion, nothing dispositive has been 

“established” in this case. (Doc. 42 at 10).  Indeed, taking actions designed to precipitate a 

foreclosure is the definition of an action attendant to litigation.  Clearly the doctrine contemplates 

non-litigation activity.  Defendants’ clients cannot foreclose on themselves and will not be 

foreclosed on if they continue paying.  Defendant has alleged that his clients desire to be released 

from their timeshare obligations.  Having weighed that benefit against the risk and cost of 

foreclosure and concluded the former is worth the latter, they have the right to seek counsel who 

will honestly advise them that, if they stop paying, they will be sued for foreclosure and the result 

will be a release from their timeshare interests.  Shepherding a client through this process and 

being paid a fee to do so is not fraudulent or misleading and is only one example of such practices.  

That Defendant does not defend clients in the foreclosure litigation is a red herring because no 

defense is necessary where foreclosure is the goal.   

Plaintiffs do not want contracts with legal remedies for breach, they want unbreachable 

servitudes.  Accordingly, Defendant’s Fifth Affirmative Defense should remain. 

B. Litigation Privilege 

For the reasons stated above, Defendant is privileged to act to secure the preferred outcome 

for his clients pursuant to Florida’s litigation privilege and therefore Plaintiffs’ motion should be 

denied.  See Ange v. State, 123 So. 916, 917 (Fla. 1929) (“The litigation privilege “extends to the 

protection of the judge, parties, counsel, and witnesses, and arises immediately upon the doing of 
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any act required or permitted by law in the due course of the judicial proceeding or as necessarily 

preliminary thereto.”).  “Necessarily preliminarily” to litigation does not mean the act is a 

mandatory condition precedent to litigation, but rather an act of a type which only occurs prior to 

litigation, rather during the suit or physically within a courtroom.  See, e.g., Pledger v. Burnup & 

Sims, 432 So. 2d 1323, 1327 (Fla. 4th DCA 1983) (extending the qualified litigation privilege to 

efforts in furtherance of voluntary pre-suit settlement negotiations); but see Trent v. Mortg. Elec. 

Registration Sys., 618 F. Supp. 2d 1356, 1360 (M.D. Fla. 2007) (declining, in dicta, to extend the 

pre-litigation privilege to pre-suit communications which the court nevertheless found did not 

violate the law). 

 As described above, Defendant utilizes various methods to instigate settlement 

discussions and, if settlement proves impossible, a foreclosure in an attempt to extricate his clients 

from timeshares contracts.  Defendant cannot initiate a foreclosure himself but his methods are 

necessarily preliminary to such lawsuits when settlement efforts fail.  Defendant’s methods are 

performed in good faith.  Good faith is the factual, subjective finding and not to be precluded 

before any evidence is adduced at this stage of the litigation.  Kelly v. Palmer, Reifler & Assocs., 

P.A., 681 F. Supp. 2d 1356, 1369 (S.D. Fla. 2009) (holding that it was a question for the jury as to 

whether pre-suit letters were sent in good faith as a condition precedent to filing suit.). 

Accordingly, Defendant’s Sixth Affirmative Defense should remain and Plaintiffs’ motion denied. 

C. Defendant’s Communications with his Clients is Protected First Amendment Speech 
 
For the reasons cited above, Defendant’s ability to freely communicated with his clients, 

and their reciprocal right to receive such communications, should not be restrained by this Court, 

even if that advice causes a client to breach a contract.  This is clearly so when the act of breaching 

a contract is not itself illegal under Florida law.  See, e.g., Jones v. Braxton, 379 So. 2d 115, 117 
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(1st DCA 1979) (finding the decision to breach a construction contract was not illegal).  As such, 

it cannot be tortious or illegal for an attorney to advise a client that among their options, breach is 

likely their best.  Accordingly, Defendant’s Seventeenth Affirmative Defense should remain and 

Plaintiffs’ motion should be denied. 

D. Constitutional Challenge to Section 721.17(3)(e), Fla. Stat. 

Plaintiffs ignore the core constitutional issue presented by Defendant’s Nineteenth 

Affirmative Defense and, instead of allowing this defense to proceed on its merits, present a 

distracted reference to Sherman Act-analysis which is irrelevant.  Perhaps this defense is inartfully 

drafted but Defendant is prepared to remedy any defect to preserve such an important issue.  At 

this stage, however, it would be impractical, and prejudicial to require Defendant to set out all 

arguments in support of the asserted constitutional challenge. 

That said, § 721.17(3)(e), Fla. Stat., impermissibly abrogates constitutionally protected 

property rights in violation of the Equal Protection, Takings, and Freedom of Association clauses 

in the Fourteenth Amendment, Fifth Amendment, and the First Amendment, respectively, to the 

United States Constitution.  In sum, the challenged statute is unconstitutionally vague and 

discriminatory because it expressly benefits only a single class of persons, i.e., timeshare 

developers, by imposing restrictions and duties on the balance of the citizenry, which rights and 

duties are properly reserved to the realm of contracts.  The challenged statute reads: 

No person shall participate, for consideration or with the expectation of 
consideration, in a plan or scheme, a purpose of which is to transfer a consumer 
resale timeshare interest to a transferee that the person knows does not have the 
ability, means, or intent to pay all assessments and taxes associated with the 
consumer resale timeshare interest. 

 
§ 721.17(3)(e), Fla. Stat. (the “Challenged Statute”).  
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The irrationally discriminatory nature is clear where the challenged section expressly 

exempts timeshare developers from its application.  See § 721.05(30), Fla. Stat. (defining 

‘purchaser’ to exclude the ‘developer’) and § 721.05(30), Fla. Stat. (45) (defining ‘consumer resale 

timeshare interest’ to mean a timeshare interest purchased by a ‘purchaser’).  Accordingly, the 

developer is free to sell timeshare interests to anyone even if it would be a violation for someone 

else to do so.  Thus, “the question is whether the challenged statute is a ration means of advancing 

a valid state interest.”  Nat'l W. Life Ins. Co. v. Commodore Cove Improv. Dist., 678 F.2d 24, 28-

29 (5th Cir. 1982).   

In other words:  “to establish a violation of the equal protection clause [the claimant] had 

the burden of proving that [the law’s] "classification" of property owners is ‘wholly arbitrary or 

does not teleologically relate to a permissible government objective.’” Id.  Such is the case here.  

First, it is wholly unclear what state interest is being protected by the challenged statute.  It is clear, 

however, that it benefits timeshare developers and gives them remedies beyond those they acquired 

by contract.  Furthermore, because the state interest is absent, the classification is patently arbitrary 

because there is no state interest to which it relates. 

Timeshare ownership is a private, purely contractual relationship between the timeshare 

owners within an association, the association entity itself, and the timeshare developer.  The private 

parties in this relationship are free to engage in arms-length negotiations and enter into agreements 

which provide their own terms and for which the law already provides redress for breach. The 

Challenged Statute is simply the government reaching down into these private relationships and 

providing asymmetrical benefit to timeshare developers by unreasonably restricting a timeshare 

owner’s fundamental property rights, e.g., the right to alienate and dispose of property.  See, e.g., 

United States v. Register, 182 F.3d 820, 836 (11th Cir. 1999) (acknowledging the existence of the 
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right to alienate property.) (citing Chrysler Corp. v. Fedders Corp., 670 F.2d 1316, 1323 (3d Cir. 

1982)) (each discussing the constitutionality of lis pendens).  

Unlike a lis pendens, which diminishes the value of property in a uniform and non-

discriminatory fashion, the Challenged Section applies to everyone except timeshare developers.  

Moreover, it does not simply restrict the alienation of timeshare interests by diminishing their 

value, it absolutely restricts and forbids the transfer of the property under circumstances which the 

parties are free to address pursuant to their private contracts.   

Property ownership is described as a bundle of rights including possession, use, exclusion, 

and the ability to dispose of property.  Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan Catv Corp., 458 U.S. 

419, 435 (1982).  Timeshare property ownership is, ab initio, a diminished bundle because 

timeshare owners do not have full rights of use, possession, or exclusion.  That said, and setting 

aside the restrictions imposed by contracts freely entered into, the only stick which a timeshare 

owner had is the unfettered right to dispose of his or her timeshare ownership.  The Challenged 

Statute broke that final stick in half.  For example, in Loretto, the Supreme Court’s analysis turned 

on the challenged regulations affect on the value of the property and found that it did not diminish 

the value absolutely and was therefore not a taking.  Here, however, timeshare interests have no 

secondary market in which they can be sold for value.  What recourse do timeshare owners have, 

therefore, when they have property that is already impossible to sell and a statute comes along and 

prevents them from even giving it away?  Such a restriction is a taking in violation of the Fifth 

Amendment and the freedom to dispose of the property is what was taken. 

People who own real property carrying covenants and restrictions, and those who assist in 

their sale, should not have to indemnify third parties beyond the terms of their express contracts.  

Breaking a contract is not malum in se and § 721.17(3)(e) merely gifts additional de minimis 
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economic security to timeshare developers which is beyond the grasp of their contracts.  At the 

same time, it prevents timeshare owners from shaking off property that comes with perpetual and 

material obligations because there is no secondary market for these real estate products.  If the 

property is impossible to sell, and this statute prohibits it from being given away, a taking has 

occurred.  See Penn Cent. Transp. Co. v. New York City, 438 U.S. 104, 146, 98 S. Ct. 2646, 2670 

(1978) (“Property is taken in the constitutional sense when inroads are made upon an owner's use 

of it to an extent that, as between private parties, a servitude has been acquired.”) (quoting United 

States v. Dickinson, 331 U.S. 745, 748 (1947)).  Here, the timeshare owner is in a cage and the 

legislature gave the key to the timeshare developer. 

The contracts attendant to these relationships provide all the remedies necessary for 

redress.  Indeed, the statute only provides for actual damages, not damages different than what is 

available for breach of the same contracts.  §721.17(3)(g), Fla. Stat.  No legitimate governmental 

interest supports the Challenged Statute.  Furthermore, the police power of the state is inapplicable.  

See, e.g., Roberts v. Bondi, No. 8:18-cv-1062-T-33TGW, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 141261, at *8-9 

(M.D. Fla. Aug. 21, 2018) (noting that the police power applies where the government acts to 

protect the general health, safety and welfare of its citizens”).  The general, health, and welfare of 

the citizens of Florida are not served by this statute. 

Finally, the right of association is a fundamental right.  See, e.g., NAACP v. Ala. ex rel. 

Patterson, 357 U.S. 449, 460-61, 78 S. Ct. 1163, 1171 (1958) (“state action which may have the 

effect of curtailing the freedom to associate is subject to the closest scrutiny”).  The Challenged 

Statute obligates timeshare owners to remain members of a timeshare association they wish to 

leave in violation of their constitutionally protected right to do so.  “That is to say, a corollary of 
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the right to associate is the right not to associate.”  Cal. Democratic Party v. Jones, 530 U.S. 567, 

574, 120 S. Ct. 2402, 2408 (2000).   

None of this is to say that breaking a contract should not come with consequences, but 

timeshare owners should be free to make that choice and their counsel should be free to advise 

them of their options. Accordingly, Plaintiffs’ motion should be denied and Defendant’s 

Nineteenth Affirmative Defense should remain. 

E. Defendants’ Twelfth, Thirteenth, and Twenty-Second Affirmative Defenses Are Not 
Mere Denials. 
 
Plaintiffs’ argue that Defendant’s Twelfth, Thirteenth, and Twenty-Second Affirmative 

Defenses should be struck because Defendant’s motion to dismiss was unsuccessful on similar 

grounds.  As set forth above, this is not the standard.  Specifically, Defendant’s Twelfth 

Affirmative Defenses simply asserts an undisputed fact, that Plaintiffs have not identified any 

specific contracts that they claim Defendant interfered.  As discussed, in regards to Westgate July 

and Westgate August, piling tortious interference claims into a single cause of action does not 

eliminate the Plaintiffs’ obligation to prove the elements of each.  This includes proving the 

existence of a contract.  At this time, there are no contracts identified.  If the Plaintiff fails to prove 

contracts in the future, those claims must fail. 

With respect to Defendant’s Thirteenth Affirmative Defense, Plaintiff’s make no argument 

why this is an insufficient defense and for that reason alone it should be left in.  Predisposition to 

breach is the definition of an affirmative defense.  “In an action for procuring the breach of a 

contract, the defendant may not be held liable where it is found that the breach by the party to the 

contract rather then [sic] the persuasion by the defendant was the proximate cause of the plaintiff's 

damage.”  Farah v. Canada, 740 So. 2d 560, 561 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1999) (citing 45 Am. Jur. 2d 

Interference § 10 (1999)).  This defense is not a mere denial of the factual allegations pertaining 
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to inducement alleged by Plaintiffs.  Plaintiffs’ allege that Defendant advised timeshare owners to 

breach.  Even if true, their claim must still fail because those timeshare owners were predisposed 

to breach and Defendant’s advice is not the proximate, ‘but for’ cause of Plaintiffs’ alleged 

damages. 

Finally, with respect to Defendant’s Twenty-Second Affirmative Defense, Defendant 

respectfully asserts that the only ulterior motive asserted by Plaintiffs is that Defendant gets a fee 

for his services.  Plaintiffs’ have not alleged that timeshare clients or timeshare exit team clients 

are unaware that Defendant receive remuneration for his services.  Furthermore, the complaint 

does not allege any other secret motive of Defendant.  Therefore, because Plaintiffs allege only 

one motive, i.e. financial compensation known to all parties, they have failed to allege an ulterior 

motive.  Accordingly, Plaintiff’s motion should be denied. 

F. Waiver, Estoppel, Laches, Acquiescence 

The Plaintiffs challenge the sufficiency of the Defendant’s Third Affirmative Defense, 

which raises the equitable defenses of Waiver, Acquiesce and Estoppel, and the Defendant’s 

Fourth Affirmative Defense, which raises the equitable defense of Laches (“Equitable Defenses”).  

In attacking the sufficiency of the Equitable Defenses, the Plaintiffs’ conflate the pleading 

requirements of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 8 and 9.  Rule 8, which provides that a pleading 

must contain “a short and plain statement of the claim” also provides a list of affirmative defenses, 

including the Equitable Defenses at issue in this case.  There is no requirement within Rule 8 that 

the Equitable Defenses must be pled in any manner different from general allegations in the 

complaint. See, Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(c).   Rule 8(c) merely requires that such Equitable Defenses be 

“affirmatively” pled, consistent with Rule 8 and the “notice” pleading standard contained therein, 

as described above. 
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By contrast, Fed. R. Civ. P. 9, requires pleading certain “special matters” with particularity. 

The Rule provides, in pertinent part, that: 

b) Fraud or Mistake; Conditions of Mind. In alleging fraud or 
mistake, a party must state with particularity the circumstances 
constituting fraud or mistake. Malice, intent, knowledge, and other 
conditions of a person's mind may be alleged generally (emphasis 
added).  

 
The entirety of the Plaintiff’s Motion as to the Equitable Defenses, is a catalog of case law 

which misapplies Rule 9 to the Equitable Defenses, and in contravention to the clear language of 

Rules 8 and 9, imposes a strict pleading requirement of particularity, where one does not otherwise 

exist.  It should be noted that the Equitable Defenses do not include any claims or fraud or mistake, 

which would otherwise require particularized pleading. Plaintiffs’ analysis is contra to the intent 

of the drafters of the Rules and does violence to the scheme of the Rules without any purpose 

(other than opportunities for delay and additional expense to Defendant).  Particularized facts, to 

the extent they are needed can be flushed out at the discovery stage of the proceeding which has 

barely begun. 

It must be presumed that the drafters of the Rules knew how to require and obligate parties 

to plead with particularity and when notice pleadings were typically sufficient. They did this by 

distinguishing the matters in Rule 8 (here, the specific affirmative defenses in Rule 8 (c)(1), with 

the pleading of “Special Matters,” meaning fraud and mistake, found in Rule 9(b).  All of the case 

law which wrongly applies the Rules cannot change their impact, application, and plain meaning.  

Furthermore, the courts are not at all unified in the approach asserted by the Plaintiffs.  See, e.g. 

Falash v. Inspire Academics, Inc. et al, No. 1:14-cv-00223-REB, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 104010 

(D. Idaho Aug. 6, 2015) wherein at page 8, the Court wrote:   

The Court notes that, in their Eighteenth Affirmative Defense, 
Defendants states that, ‘[t]o the extent Plaintiff's claims sound in 
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equity, Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of unclean 
hands.’ Without stating here that such a defense must be plead with 
particularity to begin with, the undersigned will nonetheless not 
strike it here…Such a defense may or may not apply, depending on 
how discovery unfolds. Regardless, Plaintiff is on notice and can 
test its merit during discovery. Striking the defense at this juncture 
does nothing to actually streamline the case. 

 
Id. at *12 (emphasis added, internal cites removed). 

 
Thus, the Plaintiffs’ extensive analysis of the elements of the Equitable Defenses is not 

needed at this stage of the litigation. The Plaintiffs have been put on adequate notice consistent 

with Rule 8 and the defenses can be tested during discovery, as contemplated by the Falash court. 

Moreover, none of the Equitable Defenses implicate the special pleading obligations of Rule 9, as 

neither mistake nor fraud have been alleged, in any case. 

The Court is respectfully urged to reject the arguments and case law relied upon by the 

Plaintiffs and to pay proper deference to the plain language of the Rules to find that the Equitable 

Defenses are adequately pled.  Should this Court determine that a more precise pleading of the 

Equitable Defenses is in order, the Defendant seeks leave to amend the Equitable Defenses. 

CONCLUSION 
 

For all of the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs’ Motion fails to demonstrate that striking the 

Defendant’s affirmative defenses is warranted, and the Motion should, therefore, be denied. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests that  

A. The Court deny Plaintiff’s MTS in its entirety; 

B.  Alternatively, in the event the Court determines that any of the Affirmative 

Defenses are inadequate, Defendant respectfully requests that the Court permit the Defendant an 

opportunity to replead or amend the defenses to comply with the Court’s findings; and 

C. That this Court grant such other and further relief as may be just and proper. 
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